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How did I get here?

§ As a kid, I loved astronomy and skiing, and wanted to be astronaut or 
orthopedic surgeon

§ Chose physics in undergraduate

§ 2002: Exchange program with University of Central Florida

§ 2004 – 2007: PhD in France

§ 2008: My UCF professor offered me a postdoc position at LLNL!

§ 2008 – Now: I was supposed to stay at LLNL 2 years and then go back, 
I am still here, so you guessed I kind of like working with lasers and 
plasmas (and surfing!)

Then

Now
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Outline
§ Conventional light sources: Synchrotrons and X-ray Free Electron Lasers

§ Laser Plasma Acceleration

§ High Intensity Lasers

§ Light sources driven by laser plasma acceleration
— Betatron
— Compton scattering
— Bremsstrahlung
— X-ray free electron laser
— Terahertz

§ How wan we use these sources?
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Preliminary definitions and notations

• Electron volt: energy gained by one electron in a 1 Volt potential
• 1 eV = 1.6 x 10-19 J

• Electron relativistic factor and normalized velocity 

• 𝛾 = !

!"!
"
#"

and 𝛽 = #
$

• 𝛾 = 1 electron at rest, 0.511 MeV
• 𝛾 = 1000 electron at ~ 500 MeV and 𝛽 = 0.9999995

• Unless otherwise specified, using MKS units
• Speed of light 𝑐=299792458 m.s-1
• Free space permittivity 𝜖% =8.85418782 × 10-12 F.m-1

• Free space permeability 𝜇% = 4𝜋10"& H.m-1
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The electromagnetic spectrum
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Conventional x-ray light sources are large scale national facilities

3 km

X-ray free electron laser: LCLS Synchrotron: APS

SLAC, CA Argonne Nat. Lab., IL
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How do we produce x-rays with large particle accelerators? 

A particle changing direction 
emits radiation along its path
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How do we produce x-rays with large particle accelerators? 

In synchrotrons and XFELs 
Magnets are used to change the 

particle’s path
Electron

Magnets

X-rays

NS NS NS S

N NS NS S N

A particle changing direction 
emits radiation along its path
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Relativity detour

Electron trajectory in Lab frame Electron trajectory in electron frame

𝜆! 𝜆!/𝛾
Emission wavelength in electron frame Emission wavelength in Lab frame

𝜆 𝜆/2𝛾

Lorentz transform

Doppler effect

• An electron oscillating with period 𝜆' emits at a wavelength 𝜆'/2𝛾(

Example: 𝜆' = 1 𝑐𝑚 and 𝛾 = 10 000 → 0.1 𝑛𝑚 wavelength
If you can reduce 𝜆' you can use a lower energy electron beam to make a light source!
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These light sources have enabled seminal discoveries

Solar plasmas

Vinko Nature 2012

Structure of proteins

Atomic x-ray laser

Material strain studies

Semiconductor research

Margaritondo, J. Phys. IV 
2006

Rohringer Nature 2012

Liu Science 2013

http://www.diamond
.ac.uk/industry/
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Outline
§ Conventional light sources: Synchrotrons and X-ray Free Electron Lasers

§ Laser Plasma Acceleration

§ High Intensity Lasers

§ Light sources driven by laser plasma acceleration
— Betatron
— Compton scattering
— Bremsstrahlung
— X-ray free electron laser
— Terahertz

§ How wan we use these sources?
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Sources driven by laser-plasma accelerators offer an alternative

Synchrotron Free Electron Laser Laser-plasma

Electrons from storage ring 
wiggled by undulators

Electrons from linac wiggled 
by undulators

Electrons from laser-produced 
plasma wiggled by plasma

LCLSAPS

> 1km
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Plasmas can naturally sustain large acceleration gradients

(S)RF Cavity Gas cell – laser plasma

100 MV/m 100 GV/m
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• Intense laser beams have sufficient intensity to form fully ionized plasmas of helium or hydrogen
• An electromagnetic wave with frequency 𝜔% and wavenumber 𝑘 will propagate in a plasma if the 

electron density 𝑛) of the plasma is less than the critical density 𝑛$ such that 𝜔% =
*#)"

+,$
• Then the pulse propagates and obeys the dispersion relation 𝜔%( = 𝜔-( + 𝑘(𝑐(

• 𝜔- =
*%)"

+,$
is the electron plasma frequency (ie natural oscillations of electrons in plasma)

• 𝜆- = 2𝜋𝑐/𝜔- is the plasma period

• 𝜔-. = 𝑍 +
+&
𝜔- is the ion plasma frequency (ie natural oscillations of ions in plasma)

Plasma definitions

Example:
For 𝑛) = 10!/ cm-3 , 𝜔- = 1.78×10!0 s-1 and 𝜆- = 10.5 µm

For a fully ionized helium plasma 𝜔-.~0.03 𝜔-
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Plasmas can naturally sustain large acceleration gradients

(S)RF Cavity Gas cell – laser plasma

100 MV/m 100 GV/m

E0 =
mcω p

e
ω p =

nee
2

mε0
ne =1018  cm−3  →  E0 = 96 GV/m

Plasma frequencyAcceleration gradient
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Most of the time we will consider the ions to be immobile

Ion Electrons
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Plasma wave behind a laser

Electron plasma wave

Wake behind a boat

OSIRIS PIC  simulation
Nuno Lemos, LLNL

Width of human hair
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Plasma wave behind a laser

Electron plasma wave

Wake behind a boat

Width of human hair

OSIRIS PIC  simulation
Nuno Lemos, LLNL
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Plasma wave behind a laser

Electron plasma wave

Wake behind a boat

Width of human hair

OSIRIS PIC  simulation
Nuno Lemos, LLNL
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A brief history of laser wakefield acceleration

1979: Tajima and Dawson propose using laser-driven plasma waves to accelerate electrons

VOLUME 4$, NUMBER 4 PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 23 Jvtv 1979

Laser Electron Accelerator

T. Tajima and J. M. Dawson
Department of 1'%ysics, University of California, Los Angeles, California 90024

(Received 9 March 1979)
An intense electromagnetic pulse can create a weak of plasma oscillations through the

action of the nonlinear ponderomotive force. Electrons trapped in the wake can be ac-
celerated to high energy. Existing glass lasers of power density lotsW/cm shone on plas-
mas of densities 10 8 cm can yield gigaelectronvolts of electron energy per centimeter
of acceleration distance. This acceleration mechanism is demonstrated through computer
simulation. Applications to accelerators and pulsers are examined.

Collective plasma accelerators have recently
received considerable theoretical and experi-
mental investigation. Earlier Fermi' and McMil-
lan' considered cosmic-ray particle accelera-
tion by moving magnetic fields' or electromag-
netic waves. ' In terms of the realizable labora-
tory technology for collective accelerators,
present-day electron beams' yield electric fields
of -10' V/cm and power densities of 10"W/cm'.
On the other hand, the glass laser technology is
capable of delivering a power density of 10"W/
cm', and, as we shall see, an electric field of
10' V/cm. We propose a mechanism for utiliz-
ing this high-power electromagnetic radiation
from lasers to accelerate electrons to high en-
ergies in a short distance. The details of this
mechanism are examined through the use of
computer simulation. Meanwhile, there have
been a few works for particle acceleration using
lasers. Chan considered electron acceleration
of the order of 40 MeV with comoving relativistic
electron beam and laser light. Palmer' discussed
an electron accelerator with lasers going through
a hebcal magnetic field. Willi. s' proposed a pos-
itive-ion accelerator with a relativistic electron
beam modulated by laser light.
A wave packet of electromagnetic radiation

(photons) injected in an underdense plasma ex-
cites an electrostatic wake behind the photons.
The traveling electromagnetic wave packet in a
plasma has a group velocity of v,E~ = c(1-&up'/
~')'t'& c, where &op is the plasma frequency and
~ the photon frequency. The make plasma wave
(plasmon) is excited by the ponderomotive force
created by the photons with the phase velocity of

Vp = 4&p /kp = vg = C(1 —(dp /(d )

where k~ is the wave number of the plasma wave. '
Such a wake is most effectively generated if the
length of the electromagnetic wave packet is half

the wavelength of the plasma waves in the make:

I., =x /2=ac/top.
An alternative way of exciting the plasmon is to
inject two laser beams with slightly different
frequencies (with frequency difference h~ - cop)
so that the beat distance of the packet becomes
2wc/~p. The mechanism for generating the wakes
can be simply seen by the following approximate
treatment. Consider the light wave propagating
in the x direction with the electric field in the
y direction. The light wave sets the electrons
into transverse oscillations. If the intensity is
not so large that the transverse motion does not
become relativistic, then the mean oscillatory
energy is (bW~) = m(v, ')/2 =e'(Z—„)/a2mcu' where
the angular brackets denote the time average.
In picking up the transverse energy from the
light wave, the electrons must also pick up the
light wave's momentum (hp„) = (bWz, )/c. During
the time the light pulse passes an electron, it is
displaced in x a distance &x = (bv„7), where 7 is
the length of the light pulse. Once the light pulse
has passed, the space charge produced by this
displacement pulls the electron back and a plasma
oscillation is set up. The wake plasmon, which
propagates with phase velocity close to c [Eq.
(1)], can trap electrons. The trapped electrons
which execute trapping oscillations can gain a
large amount of energy when they accelerate
forward, since they largely gain in mass and
only get out of phase with this wave after a long
time.
Let us consider the electron energy gain through

this mechanism. We go to the rest frame of the
photon-induced plasmon. Since the plasma wave
has the phase velocity vp [Eq. (1)], we have P
=vp/c and y = ~/u&p. Note that this frame is also
the rest frame for the photons in the plasma;
in this frame the photons have no momentum.
The Lorentz transformations of the momentum
four-vectors for the photons and the plasmons

1979 The American Physical Society 267
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A brief history of laser wakefield acceleration

1979: Tajima and Dawson propose using laser-driven plasma waves to accelerate electrons
1980’s: Experimental production and measurement of relativistic plasma waves (UCLA)
1985: Invention of chirped pulse amplification (CPA) enabling ultrashort high peak power laser pulses 
(LLE)
1995: Acceleration of electrons in the self-modulated regime out to 40 MeV (UCLA/RAL)
2002: Acceleration of electrons in the nonlinear regime with ultrashort pulses out to 200 MeV (LOA)
2004: Three groups independently demonstrate the acceleration of monoenergetic electron beams (~100 
MeV) with ultrashort pulses. Nature cover, the “dream beam” (LBNL, Imperial College, LOA)
2006: 1 GeV barrier is broken (LBNL), controlled injection demonstrated (LOA, France)
2007: Theory of blowout regime of laser wakefield acceleration (UCLA)
2014: Acceleration of electrons with PW laser pulses, 4.2 GeV (LBNL)
2018: More than 20 groups worldwide are working on LWFA and applications with dedicated facilities and 
user facilities (eg. ELI)
2022: Several groups now working on using these sources for applications
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Outline
§ Conventional light sources: Synchrotrons and X-ray Free Electron Lasers

§ Laser Plasma Acceleration

§ High Intensity Lasers

§ Light sources driven by laser plasma acceleration
— Betatron
— Compton scattering
— Bremsstrahlung
— X-ray free electron laser
— Terahertz

§ How wan we use these sources?
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Intense laser pulses were made possible by Chirped Pulse 
Amplification (CPA) in 1985

its oscillations may lag behind or lead those of the light wave.
The amplitudes and phases of these electron oscillations in turn
determine how the light wave propagates through the material
and thereby confer on the material its optical properties.

In classical optics the amplitudes are small enough that the
electrons’ oscillation velocities are always very small compared
with the speed of light. With the advent of laser intensities above
1018 watts per square centimeter, however, the electrons’ oscil-
lation velocities approach the speed of light, and relativistic ef-
fects fundamentally change the electrons’ response to the light.

First, a high velocity increases the mass of an electron, which
affects the amplitude and phase of its oscillations. More impor-
tant, the magnetic field of the light wave starts to play a role. A
magnetic field exerts a force on an electric charge only when the
charge is moving. In the regime of classical optics the magnet-
ic force is negligible. But for electron oscillation velocities near
the speed of light, it curls the paths of the electrons and gives
them tremendous momentum in the direction of the light beam.
This effect plays a central role in relativistic optics.

The interaction of light with atomic nuclei can usually be
ignored because protons are almost 2,000 times as massive as
electrons and therefore oscillate much less. But at high enough
intensities, the light starts moving protons around at relativis-
tic velocities as well. That regime may be called nuclear optics
because of the great variety of nuclear processes, such as fusion,
that can occur.

“0 to 60” (MeV) in a Millimeter
THE MOST OBVIOUS APPLICATION of the relativistic force
of an ultraintense laser beam is to accelerate particles. Charged-
particle accelerators have numerous uses, ranging from televi-

sion tubes to cancer therapy to the study of the fundamental
forces of the universe. What they all have in common is that the
particles, such as electrons or protons, are accelerated by elec-
tric or magnetic fields. Although light waves in the regime of
classical optics can have electric fields as strong as those near
bolts of lightning, these fields are not effective for accelerating
particles on their own, because they oscillate transversely. In
contrast, when an ultraintense pulse of light strikes a plasma (a
gas of electrons and positive ions), it propels the electrons for-
ward close to the speed of light, as we described above.

That is not the end of the story. The plasma’s positive ions,
being thousands of times heavier than the electrons, are left be-
hind. This separation of positive and negative charges produces
a large electric field, which can be used to accelerate other par-
ticles. The region of high electric field travels through the plas-
ma as a wave, trailing in the wake of the light pulse. Charged
particles are accelerated to high energy in laser wake fields just
as dolphins gain energy by swimming in phase with the water
wave in the wake of a ship. Such a laser wake-field accelerator
was first proposed in 1979 by Toshiki Tajima and John M. Daw-
son, both then at the University of California at Los Angeles.

The process of converting the oscillating electric field of the
light pulse into a wake field that points always in one direction
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Tabletop ultrahigh-
intensity lasers are

bringing “big science”
back to standard

university laboratories.

CHIRPED PULSE AMPLIFICATION
THE KEY to tabletop ultrahigh-
intensity lasers is a technique
called chirped pulse
amplification. An initial short
laser pulse is stretched out
(“chirped”) by a factor of
about 104, for instance, by a
pair of diffraction gratings. 
The stretched pulse has low
intensity, allowing it to be
amplified by a small laser
amplifier. A second pair of
gratings recompresses the
pulse, boosting it to 104 times
the peak intensity that the
amplifier could have
withstood.

Short pulse

Amplifier

Stretched pulse

Grating pair: 
Pulse stretcher

Grating pair: 
Pulse compressor

Amplified 
short pulse

Amplified
stretched pulse

w w w . s c i a m . c o m  S C I E N T I F I C  A M E R I C A N 83
COPYRIGHT 2002 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.

“Extreme light”, G. A. Mourou and D. Umstadter, Scientific American (2002)
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Donna Strickland is the first woman to have been awarded the 
Nobel Prize in Physics for CPA in 55 years

Donna Strickland 2018

“For methods of generating high 
intensity ultrashort laser pulses”

Maria Goeppert Mayer 1963

Marie Curie 1903

“for joint researches on 
the radiation 

phenomena discovered 
by Professor Henri 

Becquerel”

“for discoveries 
concerning nuclear 

shell structure”
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High Intensity lasers around the world

Icuil.org
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Summary of capabilities

• 10 high power laser facilities*
• Includes the 6 most powerful lasers

housed at Universities
• Highest powers exceed 1 petawatt
• Dedicated to the proposition that ALL research groups 

should have access to the brightest light

*UCF not yet offering beam time

In 2018 the DOE – FES established LaserNetUS to allow 
scientists access to these high intensity lasers

Lasernetus.org
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Outline
§ Conventional light sources: Synchrotrons and X-ray Free Electron Lasers

§ Laser Plasma Acceleration

§ High Intensity Lasers

§ Light sources driven by laser plasma acceleration
— Betatron
— Compton scattering
— Bremsstrahlung
— X-ray free electron laser
— Terahertz

§ How wan we use these sources?
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Electron
X-rays

Betatron x-ray radiation

Electron

Laser photon

Scattered photon

Compton scattering

+

Bremsstrahlung

Gamma-ray photon
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Electron
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Undulator/X-FEL radiation

Electron
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Coherent x-rays

Electron THz emission

Discontinuity in 
dielectric properties

THz/transition radiation

Electrons from laser plasma accelerators can emit radiation
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Sources driven by LPA span the entire spectrum of radiation
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Electron
X-rays

Betatron x-ray radiation

Electron

Laser photon

Scattered photon

Compton scattering

+

Bremsstrahlung
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Discontinuity in 
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THz/transition radiation

Electrons from laser plasma accelerators can emit radiation
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Laser pulse

Electron plasma wave

F. Albert et al, Laser wakefield accelerator based light sources: potential applications and requirements, Plasma Phys. 
Control. Fusion 56 084015 (2014)
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Laser pulse

Electron plasma wave

Trapped 
Electron

F. Albert et al, Laser wakefield accelerator based light sources: potential applications and requirements, Plasma Phys. 
Control. Fusion 56 084015 (2014)
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Laser pulse

Electron plasma wave

Trapped 
Electron

F. Albert et al, Laser wakefield accelerator based light sources: potential applications and requirements, Plasma Phys. 
Control. Fusion 56 084015 (2014)
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Laser pulse

Electron plasma wave

Betatron
X-ray beam

Trapped 
Electron

F. Albert et al, Laser wakefield accelerator based light sources: potential applications and requirements, Plasma Phys. 
Control. Fusion 56 084015 (2014)
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Laser pulse

Electron plasma wave

Betatron
X-ray beam

Trapped 
Electron

F. Albert et al, Laser wakefield accelerator based light sources: potential applications and requirements, Plasma Phys. 
Control. Fusion 56 084015 (2014)

20 mrad
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Single electron model of betatron oscillations
3.1. Wiggler plasma et analogie avec le synchrotron 39
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Fig. 3.2 : Trajectoire électronique typique d’un électron émettant du rayonnement X dans un

wiggler plasma. Pour cette trajectoire le champ accélérateur est de 235 GV/m sur

une distance de 600 µm, la densité électronique vaut ne = 6£ 10
18cm°3

et l’ampli-

tude initiale x0 = 5 µm. El et Et représentent respectivement le champ électrique

longitudinal et transverse.

figure 3.3, et la force de rappel étant radiale, on obtient :

d2x

dt2
= °

!2
p

2∞
x, (3.10)

où l’on reconnâıt l’équation d’un oscillateur harmonique1 dont la solution pour la position

et la vitesse radiales x et Øx = vx/c s’écrit

x = r0 sin(!Øt), (3.11)

Øx = kØr0 cos(!Øt), (3.12)

et où r0 est l’amplitude radiale des oscillations et !Ø la pulasation Bétatron, définie par :

!Ø =
!pp
2∞

= kØc =
2ºc

∏Ø

. (3.13)

∏Ø et kØ sont respectivement la fréquence et le nombre d’onde Bétatron. En prenant

une densité électronique ne = 1019cm°3 (qui correspond à une pulsation plasma !p =

1.78 £ 1014s°1) et un facteur relativiste de l’électron ∞ = 200, on obtient une pulsation

1
Cette équation est introduite pour définir la période du wiggler seulement. Le mouvement de l’électron

dans son référentiel est en réalité relativiste (section 3.2).

Plasma channel

• If the electron is injected off axis, the transverse 
restoring force can be calculated with Gauss 
Law 𝑭 = −𝑚)𝜔-

𝒓
(

• The equation of motion for the electron is  2𝒑
24
=

−𝑚)𝜔-
𝒓
(− e𝑬𝒛

• Neglecting acceleration, the equation is that of 

an harmonic oscillator: 2
"6
2"4

= −7'"

(8
𝑥

• 𝑥 = 𝑟% sin(𝜔'𝑡) and 𝛽6 =
#(
$ = 𝑘'𝑟% cos 𝜔'𝑡

• Betatron freq. 𝜔' =
7'
(8
= 𝑘'c = 2π𝑐/𝜆'

electron

r0

Example: 𝑛) = 1 x 1019 cm-3 and 𝛾 = 200 means 𝜆' = 212 µ𝑚
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How does the betatron source compare to a synchrotron? 
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In synchrotrons 
Magnets are used to change the 

particle’s path
Electron

Magnets

X-rays

NS NS NS S

N NS NS S N

How does the betatron source compare to a synchrotron? 
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In synchrotrons 
Magnets are used to change the 

particle’s path
Electron

Magnets

X-rays

NS NS NS S

N NS NS S N

How does the betatron source compare to a synchrotron? 

There are no magnets in a plasma
but the electron will use the wave 

to wiggle
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Another Relativity detour

Electron trajectory in Lab frame Electron trajectory in electron frame

𝜆! 𝜆!/𝛾
Emission wavelength in electron frame Emission wavelength in Lab frame

𝜆 𝜆/2𝛾

Lorentz transform

Doppler effect

• An electron oscillating with period 𝜆' emits at a wavelength 𝜆'/2𝛾(

Example: 𝑛) = 1 x 1019 cm-3 and 𝛾 = 200 means 𝜆' = 212 µ𝑚 → 2.64 𝑛𝑚 emission (470 eV) 
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Betatron wiggler strength K

• If we approximate 𝑧~𝑐𝑡 (electrons near speed of 
light) then 𝑥 = 𝑟% sin(𝑘'𝑧)

• The angular excursion of the particle with respect 
to the propagation axis is 𝜃 = 26

29 9:%
= 𝑘'𝑟%

• We define the wiggler strength 𝐾 = 𝛾𝜃 = 𝛾𝑘'𝑟%
• Practical units 

𝐾 = 1.33×10"!% 𝛾𝑛)[𝑐𝑚";]𝑟% µ𝑚
• Undulator regime 𝐾 < 1
• Wiggler regime 𝐾 >> 1

3.1. Wiggler plasma et analogie avec le synchrotron 41

où, en reprenant des paramètres typiques de nos expériences (ne = 1019cm°3, ∞ = 200 et

r0 = 3 µm), on obtient K = 18.

r
0

+  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +
n

!=K/"

électron

r
0

+  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +
n

X

Z

électron rayons X

1/"

Fig. 3.3 : Définition des paramètres du wiggler plasma.

3.1.3 Générations d’harmoniques pour K >> 1

Le calcul présenté dans cette section sert à expliquer la présence d’harmoniques dans

les spectres de rayonnement X. Ces harmoniques relativistes sont une conséquence directe

du couplage entre les vitesses axiales et radiales de l’électron. La position z de l’électron

le long de l’axe n’est en fait qu’approximativement égale à ct. A cause du couplage entre

le mouvement transverse et le mouvement axial, la vitesse axiale (le long de l’axe ~z) est

modulée. Pour comprendre ce phénomène ainsi que ses conséquences, reprenons le calcul

en considérant toutes les composantes du vecteur vitesse normalisé Ø(Øx, Øy, Øz) dont la

norme est égale à
p

Ø2
x

+ Ø2
y

+ Ø2
z
. Pour plus de simplicité, considérons que le mouvement

s’eÆectue uniquement dans le plan (~x, ~z), dans lequel Øy = 0. L’expression du facteur

relativiste devient :

∞ =
1p

1° Ø2
=

1p
1° Ø2

x
° Ø2

z

, (3.19)

ce qui permet d’exprimer la vitesse axiale Øz en fonction de la vitesse radiale Øx :

Ø2
z

= 1° 1

∞2
° Ø2

x
. (3.20)

Dans la limite où k2
Ø
r2
0 << 1 et en remplaçant Øx par son expression trouvée dans la section

précédente (équation 3.12) on obtient

Øz ' 1° 1

2∞2
°

k2
Ø
r2
0

2
cos2(kØct). (3.21)

Example: 𝑛) = 1 x 1019 cm-3 , 𝛾 = 200 and 𝑟% = 3 µ𝑚 means 𝐾 = 18
Most of the time we are in the wiggler regime

electron X-rays
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Wiggler regime K>>1

3.1. Wiggler plasma et analogie avec le synchrotron 43

soit

Øz ' 1° 1

2∞2
a

, (3.26)

et on obtient finalement

∞a =
∞p

1 + K2/2
. (3.27)

Il en résulte, pour la nieme harmonique de la fréquence !1 (équation 3.14) , une dépendance

de la fréquence avec K par la relation

!n =
2∞2n!Ø

1 + K2/2
. (3.28)

En reprenant les paramètres typiques de nos expériences (ne = 1019cm°3, ∞ = 200 et

r0 = 3 µm), qui signifient K = 18 et !Ø = 8.9 £ 1012s°1, une énergie X de 1 keV

correspond environ à la 348ieme harmonique de la longueur d’onde fondamentale.

Fig. 3.5 : Transition entre le régime K < 1 et K > 1 d’émission X dans le wiggler plasma.

Spectres observés dans l’axe pour (a) ∞ = 20, r0 = 0.1 µm, K = 0.18, (b) ∞ = 20,

r0 = 0.5 µm, K = 0.94 et (c) ∞ = 20, r0 = 3 µm, K = 5.6.
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𝑲 = 𝟎. 𝟏𝟖

𝑲 = 𝟎. 𝟗𝟒

𝑲 = 𝟓. 𝟔

• 𝑧~𝑐𝑡 is only an approximation
• We need to take into account the longitudinal and 

transverse components of the electron velocity such that 

𝛾 = !
!"'"

= !
!"')""'("

• Coupling between transverse and longitudinal components 
-> position and velocity have harmonics

• Emission will contain harmonics of fundamental radiation 

and 𝜔* =
(8"*7*
!<="/(
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Fig. 3.4 : Illustration des oscillations de l’électron pour la 1
ere

et 2
nde

harmoniques [8].

En utilisant la relation trigonométrique cos2 a = (1 + cos 2a)/2 on retrouve, à un facteur

initial Øz0 près, l’expression des orbites électroniques obtenue par Esarey [26] pour un

électron dans un canal plasma :

Øz ' 1° 1

2∞2
°

k2
Ø
r2
0

4
°

k2
Ø
r2
0

4
cos(2kØct), (3.22)

z ' (1° 1

2∞2
°

k2
Ø
r2
0

4
)ct°

k2
Ø
r2
0

8
sin(2kØct). (3.23)

On constate ainsi que la vitesse suivant z contient une composante moyenne et une com-

posante modulée à deux fois la fréquence Bétatron !Ø. Cette modulation est la deuxième

harmonique du mouvement et est représentée sur la figure 3.4. Au premier ordre, le mouve-

ment de l’électron génère du rayonnement à la fréquence fondamentale !1 et la composante

représentée le long de l’axe ~z à la fréquence !2 = 2!1. Lorsque l’on tend vers la limite

K >> 1 (régime wiggler), d’autres harmoniques de fréquence !n = n!1 apparaissent, où

n est l’ordre de l’harmonique, du fait du couplage entre les diÆérentes composantes du

mouvement des électrons.

En utilisant la relation 3.17, la vitesse moyenne est alors fonction du paramètre de

force du wiggler plasma K :

Øz ' 1° 1

2∞2
° K2

4∞2
. (3.24)

On peut ainsi introduire une valeur eÆective axiale pour le facteur relativiste tel que

∞a =
1q

1° Ø2
z

, (3.25)

E Esarey, Phys. Rev. E (2002); K. Ta Phuoc, Physics of Plasmas (2005)
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A typical betatron radiation experiment
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Betatron x-ray source properties
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Compton scattering relies on energy-momentum conservation

Topical Review

8

electron to have its energy upshifted. In the literature several 
experiments are referred to as Thomson scattering, which is 
the classical limit where the wavelength is much greater than 
the Compton wavelength ( /! = = ! "h mc 2.426 10c

12 m for 
the electron, where h is the Planck constant). While a number 
of experiments described in this review have been realized in 
the Compton and Thomson regimes (photon energies respec-
tively above and below 511 keV), we will only use ‘Compton 
scattering’ throughout the rest of the manuscript. In their rest 
frame, electrons see the Doppler upshifted electromagnetic 
!eld from the laser, and scatter the light in a classic dipole 
radiation pattern. A second upshift arises when returning to 
the lab frame. From energy-momentum conservation, one 
can derive the relativistic Doppler shifted energy of Compton 
scattered x-rays:

! "
! # ! $

=
!

+ + +
( )

/
E

a k
E

2 1 cos

1 2 2
,x

c

2

2 2
0
2

0
ph (10)

where ! is the electron relativistic factor, " is the angle 
between the incident laser and electron beams, /! "=k 20  is 
the laser wavenumber, a0 the laser normalized vector poten-
tial, and Eph is the laser photon energy. The electron recoil, 
! "k2 c0 , can be neglected for modest LWFA energies and laser 

intensities. If the scattering laser vector potential is such that 

!a 10 , Compton scattering emission is mostly fundamental 
(in the case of a head-on collision, ! = !180 , the scattered 
energy observed on-axis roughly scales as ! E4 2

ph). At higher 
laser intensity a0  >  1, the Lorentz force due to the magnetic 
!eld begins to become signi!cant, the electron motion is more 
complex, and the radiation spectrum will contain higher har-
monics of the laser frequency. Compton scattering sources are 
very attractive because one can obtain high-energy (beyond 
100 keV) scattered photons with relatively modest electron 
beam energies, when compared to betatron x-ray radiation 
produced in the same regime [89, 111].

An important feature of Compton scattering sources 
is that the Compton scattering cross-section is very small 
(! = ! "6.65 10 25 cm!2), so a high density of electrons and 
photons (and thus very high-quality beams) are required at the 
interaction point. In the case where the laser focal spot and elec-
tron bunch focus have similar size, w0, the number of x-rays 
produced can be approximated by ( / )! "#=N N Nx e0

2
L , where 

NL and Ne are respectively the number of laser photons and the 
number of electrons in the bunch. As the electron beam focal 
spot size scales as /!1 , the x-ray yield varies as !2. Among 
LWFA-driven light sources, betatron radiation provides the 
highest brightness in the 10–100 keV range, but Compton scat-
tering sources become a more ef!cient option at higher energies.

Figure 4. Notable features of betatron x-ray radiation. (a) Experimental synchrotron-like x-ray spectrum with 5.6 keV critical energy  
(from Fourmaux et!al [90]), (b) beam pro!le for photon energies  >2 keV (from Ta Phuoc et!al [78]), (c) radiographic image of a resolution 
target, demonstrating the micrometer size of the source (from Kneip et!al [89]), and (d) pulse duration calculated from a PIC simulation 
(from Ta Phuoc et!al [93]).

a b

c d

Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 58 (2016) 103001
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The colliding laser is provided by a plasma mirror or a second 
beam

All-optical Compton gamma-ray source
K. Ta Phuoc1*, S. Corde1*, C. Thaury1, V. Malka1, A. Tafzi1, J. P. Goddet1, R. C. Shah2,
S. Sebban1 and A. Rousse1

One of the major goals of research for laser-plasma accelera-
tors1 is the realization of compact sources of femtosecond
X-rays2–4. In particular, using the modest electron energies
obtained with existing laser systems, Compton scattering a
photon beam off a relativistic electron bunch has been proposed
as a source of high-energy and high-brightness photons.
However, laser-plasma based approaches to Compton scattering
have not, to date, produced X-rays above 1 keV. Here, we present
a simple and compact scheme for a Compton source based on
the combination of a laser-plasma accelerator and a plasma
mirror. This approach is used to produce a broadband spectrum
of X-rays extending up to hundreds of keV and with a 10,000-
fold increase in brightness over Compton X-ray sources based
on conventional accelerators5,6. We anticipate that this
technique will lead to compact, high-repetition-rate sources of
ultrafast (femtosecond), tunable (X- through gamma-ray) and
low-divergence (!188888) photons from source sizes on the order
of a micrometre.

A Compton scattering source operates by colliding a relativistic
electron bunch and an intense laser pulse. The electrons travelling
in the electromagnetic field oscillate and emit synchrotron-like
radiation, commonly referred to as Compton scattering radiation.
The scheme provides a double Doppler upshift of incident photon
energy by relativistic electrons7. For an entirely optical realization
of this scheme, two intense laser pulses are required8–10, the first
to create a plasma accelerator and the second to scatter off the
accelerated relativistic electrons. While attractive in its potential,
this scheme has never yet produced radiation above a few keV10.
Here, we demonstrate high-energy femtosecond X-ray radiation
from Compton backscattering (hundreds of keV range) in a
purely optical scheme that is both simple and robust. As shown in
Fig. 1a, an intense femtosecond laser pulse focused into a
millimetre-scale gas jet drives a wake-field cavity in which electrons
are trapped and accelerated. This is the laser-plasma accelerator. A
foil is positioned close to the exit of the gas jet and at nearly normal
incidence with respect to the laser and electron beam axis ẑ. The foil
is ionized by the rising edge of the laser pulse, resulting in a plasma
mirror11 that efficiently reflects the laser pulse (the reflectivity is
expected to be larger than 70% for a0 ! 0.04; ref. 12). This approach
provides an inherent overlap in time and space of the back-reflected
laser and the relativistic electrons for Compton backscattering.

The experimental set-up is presented in Fig. 1b. The relativistic
laser pulse is focused into a 3 mm gas jet to produce an electron
beam (see Methods). For the sake of simplicity and reproducibility,
the laser-plasma accelerator was set to produce electrons in the
forced laser wake-field regime13, with a broadband spectrum extend-
ing up to an energy of E " 100 MeV (corresponding to a Lorentz
factor of g! E[MeV]/0.511). The measured charge in an electron
bunch was #120 pC. The foil used was either 1 mm of glass or
300 mm of CH. Supplementary Fig. S1 presents electron spectra
obtained with (i) the foil in the gas jet, (ii) the foil with a hole in

it corresponding to the laser propagation axis and (iii) the foil
outside the gas jet (more than 1 cm after the gas jet). It shows
that the presence of the foil or interaction with the foil do not
significantly improve or degrade the properties of the electron beam.

In this relativistic interaction, radiative processes other than
Compton backscattering can produce X-ray radiation. Careful
measurements were performed to identify, evaluate and minimize
their contribution to the overall emission. In our parameter
regime, betatron radiation is emitted in the few keV range and
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Laser pulse (fs)
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b

Back-reflected laser pulse
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X-ray beam
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Plasma mirror
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Helium gas jet
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Deflected electrons
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Figure 1 | Principle of the Compton backscattering source. a, An intense
laser pulse drives a plasma accelerator and is reflected by a plasma mirror.
At the collision between the back-reflected laser pulse and the relativistic
electron bunch, a femtosecond X-ray pulse is emitted in the forward
direction. b, Experimental set-up. A 30 TW (30 fs) laser pulse is focused
onto a supersonic, 3-mm-diameter, helium gas jet. The radiation is measured
using a phosphor screen imaged with a CCD camera or with an
imaging plate.

1Laboratoire d’Optique Appliquée, ENSTA ParisTech, CNRS UMR7639, École Polytechnique, Palaiseau, France, 2Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos,
New Mexico, USA. *e-mail: sebastien.corde@polytechnique.edu; kim.taphuoc@ensta-paristech.fr
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Two beams2

force, all of which in our case were small in comparison to the
energy width contributed by the electron beam.

The experimental measurement of the X-ray bandwidth was
compared with the predictions of a previously benchmarked
numerical model6 (Supplementary Methods). The model simulates
the scattered X-ray spectrum from the measured electron-beam
characteristics (that is, the energy spectrum and energy-dependent
divergence of Fig. 1b), represented by a six-dimensional phase-
space distribution, and the laser parameters (150 fs laser scattering
pulse duration; focused intensity of 2 ! 1017 W cm22). The model
predicts an on-axis X-ray spectrum peaked at 71 keV. Off-axis,
the X-ray central energy decreases smoothly with increasing polar
angle. Averaging the spectrum over the polar angles measured in
the experiment results in an additional redshift, with no significant
change in the spectral width. The simulated spectrum, including
contributions from all photons within the area used for Ross-filter
analysis, predicts an averaged spectrum (Fig. 2) that peaks at
64 keV, with 50% fractional bandwidth. Thus, the energy, the band-
width and the number of photons within the measured region
(4.6 ! 105 simulated compared to 3 ! 105 measured) are all well
within the uncertainty of the measurement.

The central X-ray energy was tuned over one order of magnitude
by tuning the energy of the LWFA electron beams from "50 MeV
to 300 MeV (Fig. 3). A different filter set and analysis method (see

Methods) were required to measure the X-ray photon energy over
this much larger range due to the limited working range of the
Ross-filter technique (Supplementary Fig. 2). Although the central
energy could be measured by this method, the energy spread
could not. For the "70 shots in which the X-ray energy could be
analysed, the average X-ray central energy was observed to follow
a quadratic scaling with the average electron-beam central energy,
as the latter was tuned. This agrees with the theoretically predicted
Eg! 4g2EL scaling for photons backscattered on-axis by a single
electron, where EL and Eg are the scattering laser and scattered
X-ray photon energies, respectively, and g is the relativistic
Lorentz factor of the electron.

The reproducibility and stability of the X-rays were also com-
puted, but using a larger data set. X-ray beams were observed on
.93% of shots (664 in total) when the scattering beam was
present, illustrating the reproducibility of X-ray generation. For
56% of these shots, quasi-monoenergetic electron beams (energy
spread !25%) were measured. From the above experimental
results and theoretical analysis, we can infer that the X-rays on
these shots were also quasi-monoenergetic (energy spread !50%).
The measured electron energy spread, and thus inferred X-ray
energy spread, was found to be most stable for the lowest and
highest electron energy settings, where .74% of the beams were
quasi-monoenergetic (Supplementary Fig. 3).

The X-ray photon number was stable to within 60% of its average
value, 1.7 ! 106 (Supplementary Fig. 4). The photon number, and
thus photon flux, depends on three factors: scattering-laser beam
intensity, degree of beam overlap and electron-beam charge. The
stability was dominated by the stability of the electron-beam
charge, which for this data set was stable to within 45% of its
average value, 29 pC. Greater control of the flux can be achieved
by stabilizing the electron-beam charge and adjusting the
scattering-beam intensity.

The all-laser-driven architecture has several advantages. Besides
a small overall device size, the electron and scattering beam
parameters are also well matched in size, and the pulses are well syn-
chronized. These characteristics lead to high peak X-ray brightness:
"3 ! 1018 photons s21 mm22 mrad22 (per 0.1% bandwidth)
for 70 keV beams from Fig. 2, and "1 ! 1019 for 1 MeV beams
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Figure 1 | X-ray generation and detection. a, Experimental set-up (not to
scale). Electrons (green) are accelerated by the interaction of a drive laser
beam (red, from left to right) with a plasma created within the plume of a
dual-stage gas jet and then deflected to a LANEX screen. A second laser
pulse (red, from right to left) scatters from the electron beam after the
accelerator. The X-ray beam (purple) is recorded by a CsI detector after
passing through Ross filters arranged in a chequerboard pattern. b, Raw
LANEX image of the electron-beam spectrum. c, Processed X-ray profile
imaged through Ross filters.

Table 1 | Ross-filter pairs used for X-ray spectral
measurement.

Ross pair Filter 1 Filter 2
1 Dy (96+1 mm) Sn (234+2 mm)

Cu (50+1 mm) Cu (25+1 mm)
2 Ta (41+1 mm) Dy (96+1 mm)

Cu (16+1 mm) Cu (50+1 mm)
3 Au (30+1 mm) Ta (41+1 mm)

Cu (6+1 mm) Cu (16+1 mm)
4 Pb (48+1 mm) Au (30+1 mm)

Cu (6+1 mm)

Errors represent the sum of both measurement errors, determined from device sensitivity and
variation in filter thickness across the sample.
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Figure 2 | X-ray bandwidth measurement. X-ray spectral distribution (black
squares) measured, for a single shot, by the Ross-filter pairs. Horizontal
error bars represent the spectral width of the filter pair; vertical error bars
represent the measurement error, including uncertainty in the filter
thickness, crosstalk between voxels, and filter bandgap leakage. The
simulated X-ray spectrum (solid line), obtained from the experimentally
measured electron-beam spectrum (inset), is normalized by dividing
by a factor of 1.4.
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Bremsstrahlung is produced when electrons from the LPA are 
bombarded into a high Z solid foil

High-Resolution !-Ray Radiography Produced by a Laser-Plasma Driven Electron Source

Y. Glinec,1 J. Faure,1 L. Le Dain,2 S. Darbon,2 T. Hosokai,3 J. J. Santos,1 E. Lefebvre,2 J. P. Rousseau,1 F. Burgy,1

B. Mercier,1 and V. Malka1,*
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3Nuclear Engineering Research Laboratory, University of Tokyo, 22-2 Shirane-shirakata, Tokai, Naka, Ibaraki, 319-1188, Japan
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An electron beam from a laser-plasma accelerator is converted into a !-ray source using bremsstrah-
lung radiation in a dense material. The !-ray beam has a pointlike source size because it is generated by a
high quality electron beam with a small source size and a low divergence. Using this !-ray source, the
radiography of complex and dense objects with submillimeter resolution is performed. It is the first
evidence of a !-ray source size of a few hundreds micrometers produced with laser-driven accelerators.
This size is consistent with results from Monte Carlo simulations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.94.025003 PACS numbers: 52.38.Kd, 41.85.Ja, 87.59.Bh

The interaction of a high-intensity short laser pulse with
an underdense plasma produces large electric fields which
can be used to accelerate electrons. Since the medium is
already ionized, the electric field amplitude is several
orders of magnitude [1] greater than those currently attain-
able with conventional accelerator technology, which is
now limited by material breakdown. Because of the rapid
evolution of laser technology, leading to performance en-
hancement for a decreasing cost, laser-plasma interaction
is expected to play an important complementary role in
future generations of particle accelerators. Among the
different laser-driven acceleration mechanisms (direct la-
ser acceleration [2], plasma beat wave accelerator [1,3–5],
self-modulated laser wakefield accelerator [6–10]), the
forced laser wakefield regime was reported recently in
our laboratory [11]. Here, the nonlinear behavior of the
plasma wave drives the generation of energetic and low
emittance electron beams [12]. The electron source diame-
ter is also directly comparable to the laser waist (18 "m).
This is an asset compared to conventional accelerators with
similar electron energy, where the electron beam emittance
hinders the beam focusing below millimeter scale. In this
Letter, we take advantage of these recent improvements in
laser-plasma electron accelerators to generate a high qual-
ity !-ray source, which is obtained by bremsstrahlung
radiation of electrons slowing down in a conversion target
with high atomic number. In previous work on laser-driven
radiography, no attention was given to precisely measure
the !-ray source size [13,14]. In the present Letter, radiog-
raphies of complex dense objects are performed, giving
evidence of this small !-ray source size. The results are
then correlated to Monte Carlo simulations. It is a prom-
ising source for nondestructive material or mechanical
inspection [15] and it could also play an important role
in clinical applications [16] or in research fields where the
size of the !-ray source must be reduced.

The experiment is performed on the Ti:sapphire laser in
‘‘salle jaune’’ at Laboratoire d’Optique Appliquée, which
operates in chirped-pulse amplification mode at 820 nm

[17]. The laser delivers 30 fs at full width at half maximum
(FWHM) linearly polarized pulses with on-target energies
of 1.3 J. The laser beam is focused with an f=18 off axis
parabolic mirror onto a sharp-edged, constant density pro-
file, 3 mm-diameter supersonic helium gas jet, which
provides an initial plasma electron density ne of 7:5!
1018 cm"3. The waist of the focal spot is 18 "m, resulting
in vacuum focused intensities of the order of 4!
1018 W=cm2, which corresponds to a normalized laser
vector potential, a0 # eA=mec2, of 1.4.

The electron spectrum, shown in Fig. 1, is measured in
one shot by imaging the light emitted by a Lanex film,
which is the relaxation transition of a phosphor excited by
the electrons passing through the material. This film is
placed on the laser axis, behind compact magnets, and it
is protected from direct laser light by a thin aluminum foil.
This spectrum is calibrated using an Integrating Current
Transformer (ICT), centered on the laser axis, which gives
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FIG. 1 (color online). Electron spectrum, fitted by a
Maxwellian distribution with temperature T # 40 MeV, and
electron dose profile in the Lanex film in the inset. The dashed
curve is the detection threshold.
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the charge of the collected electrons (whose energy is
above 110 MeV). The signal on the film is well above
the detection threshold, and the minimal (20 MeV) and
maximal (200 MeV) energy which are represented are
limited by the resolution of the spectrometer. A
Maxwellian fit of the spectrum corresponds to an average
temperature of T ! 40 MeV. When removing the mag-
nets, we obtain the dose deposition profile of the electron
beam, which is shown to be in a narrow cone of 1" FHWM
in the inset of Fig. 1, and we also measure the total charge
of the electron beam passing through the ICT. The number
of electrons with energy above 2 MeV was found to be
about 1010 per shot.

The experimental setup for radiography is drawn on
Fig. 2. This characterized electron source is converted
into ! rays inside a 2.5 mm-thick tantalum converter,
placed at 3 mm from the center of the nozzle. The brems-
strahlung radiation produced during the scattering inside
the foil is used to radiograph a 20 mm-diameter spherical
hollow object made of tungsten, located 220 mm away
from the nozzle. A sinusoidal shape, with cylindrical sym-
metry, is etched on the inner part of the object, as shown on
Fig. 2. For the upper (lower) part of the object, respectively,
each oscillation of the 6-period (5-period) sinusoid corre-
sponds to an 11" (13") rotation angle and an amplitude of
1.9 mm (2.4 mm). The average radius of this sinusoid from
the center is 7.85 mm on the A-A0 cut, which gives a
maximum thickness of 12:9 g=cm2. The axis of this object
is chosen perpendicular to the laser axis. The transmitted
radiation is then detected on a ! camera, composed of a
Bismuth-Germanium-Oxyde (BGO) scintillator which is
imaged on a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. The
imaging system is composed of a flat mirror, an objective,
and a photon amplifier. The size of each BGO crystal
(600 "m) in the 160 mm-square matrix limits the resolu-

tion of the detector. The scintillator is placed at 1.6 m from
the electron source. This makes a magnification factor of
7.3, corresponding to a pixel size of 80 "m on the object.
The choice of this magnification is the result of a compro-
mise between decent spatial resolution and a high enough
dose on the ! camera. The nozzle-object distance is chosen
large enough to reduce the parallelism problems which
would blur small details on the image. In order to avoid
bremmstrahlung of electrons inside the object which is
radiographed, a magnetic field is applied behind the con-
verter to bend the electron trajectory. Without the con-
verter, only electrons with kinetic energy above 60 MeV
are expected to hit the object. We have also added a
7.5 mm-thick aluminum foil in order to increase the scat-
tering of the electrons. The magnets combined with the
aluminum foil ensure an efficient electron scattering as
well as the reduction of the noise generated inside the
object.

In order to evaluate the characteristics of the photon
source, Monte Carlo (MC) simulations were performed
using GEANT4 [18] and MCNP [19]. In order to reduce the
computing time, a total of 108 electrons are simulated and
distributed along a Maxwellian energy distribution f#E$ /
exp#%E=T$ and a Gaussian angular distribution g#!$ /
exp#%4 ln2!2=!2

0$, whose aperture !0 ! 1" FWHM was
chosen to be independent of the electron energy. In both
cases, the MC simulations described two kinds of discrete
events: (i) elastic scattering [20] of the electrons on the
atoms of a pure, homogeneous, invariant material and, (ii)
photon production above an arbitrary threshold of kcut !
10 keV [21]. Between these impacts, the collisional stop-
ping power [22] and the radiative stopping power [23],
corresponding to all photons with energy k < kcut, ab-
sorbed in the surrounding material, were calculated to

A

A’

Object

CCD

Lead Wall

BGO Matrix

A!A’ cut

Gas Jet Nozzle Magnets

Al DiffuserTa Converter

FIG. 2 (color online). Experimental setup. The electrons ac-
celerated during the interaction of the laser pulse with the gas jet
slow down in the tantalum converter, which leads to !-ray
generation. The electrons are removed from the laser axis by
strong magnets and the aluminum diffuser. The intensity trans-
mitted through the object is imaged on the ! camera. A cut of the
object is also shown.
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FIG. 3. Photon spectrum from Monte Carlo simulation aver-
aged between 0" and 1" (with parameters T ! 40 MeV and
!0 ! 1" for the electron beam converted in ! rays in a 2.5 mm-
thick tantalum target followed by a 7.5 mm-thick aluminum foil).
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The incidence of photons (up to 2.6!) is taken into account
in the radiography simulation, leading to a blurring of the
calculated contrast as the radius increases. The discrete
events for the photons (photoelectric effect, Compton ef-
fect, pair production) are not simulated. Therefore, the
secondary photons are not described. The experimental
and computed radiographs are presented in Fig. 6. One
can notice that all sinusoidal lobes can be seen on the
experimental image. A detailed analysis of this radiograph
will be presented in another publication. The simulation
shows the maximum contrast that could be obtained, inde-
pendently of the experimental limitations described above.

In conclusion, we performed a submillimetric resolution
radiography experiment using a laser-driven electron ac-
celerator. The main characteristics of this electron beam
were used in a MC simulation to calculate the properties of
the !-ray source produced by bremsstrahlung radiation
inside a tantalum converter. From the MC simulations,
and from the experimental image, we calculated and mea-
sured a spot size which should be about 320 "m FWHM
numerically and less than 450 "m FWHM experimentally.
This photon source is also expected to be ultrashort since
the electron source duration is comparable to the laser
pulse duration (30 fs) and the lengthening during scattering

in the tantalum target is controlled by its thickness.
Ultrashort !-ray sources are interesting for several appli-
cations including fast moving object monitoring or high
density metal compression visualization [15]. To conclude,
these electrons and ! sources have a better spatial and
temporal resolution than other conventional sources.
Recent major improvements in laser-plasma acceleration
have also shown the production of monoenergetic electron
beams [26–28]. All these excellent characteristics, com-
bined with a decreasing cost and size of terawatt lasers,
will make such sources extremely useful for radiographic
applications.
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FIG. 6. Radiography images of a 2 mm-diameter tungsten
object with cylindrical symmetry corresponding to (a) the ex-
perimental image and (b) the computed image. Color tables are
linear. A simple post processing has been performed, consisting
of a division by a reference image without the object.
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Higher energy spectrum than Compton Gamma-ray radiography
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Outline
§ Conventional light sources: Synchrotrons and X-ray Free Electron Lasers

§ Laser Plasma Acceleration

§ High Intensity Lasers

§ Light sources driven by laser plasma acceleration
— Betatron
— Compton scattering
— Bremsstrahlung
— X-ray free electron laser
— Terahertz

§ How wan we use these sources?
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Medical x-ray imaging requires excellent spatial resolution, fast 
acquisition and low dose delivered to the patient

52

X-ray source (X-ray tube)

Detectors

Computer

§ Resolution: ~ mm (100 
µm possible with longer 
exposure time)

§ Cost: ~ $1200/scan 
(machine ~ $1 Million)

§ Dose: 1000x regular x-ray 
(CT is 15 % of all exams 
but 70 % of the dose)
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Lee DW et al. Diagnosis of PNETs

portal venous phase.22 In contrast-enhanced CT, PNETs 
appear as a round, solid, and hypervascular mass (Fig. 1). 
However, about 10% present as cystic lesions with smooth 
margin and peripheral enhancement (Fig. 2).2,23 The mass is 
usually located within the parenchyma of the pancreas and 
rarely obstructs the pancreatic duct, but sometimes the mass 
is exophytic to the pancreas capsule or obstructs the bile and 
pancreatic ducts.

Contrast-enhanced CT scans are highly accurate in detect-
ing PNETs larger than 2 cm and have a sensitivity range of 
63%–82% and speci!city range of 83%–100%.24,25 "e sensitiv-
ity is decreased in tumors smaller than 2 cm. However, symp-
tomatic non-functional and functional tumors with hormone 
syndrome are usually larger than 2–3 cm at presentation.17,26 
CT scan also has another advantage: they can de!ne the re-
sectability of the tumor and detect the presence of liver and 
intraabdominal metastases.

Multiphasic contrast-enhanced CT is considered the imag-
ing study of choice for detecting and staging PNETs.

Magnetic resonance imaging
Currently, with the advent of new technology in MRI se-

quences, PNETs are well visualized on MRI. They typically 
show low signal intensity on T1-weighted images and high 
signal intensity on T2-weighted images (Fig. 3). Similar to CT 
scan images, early arterial phase image is the best for detect-
ing hypervascular PNETs and small metastasis on gadolinium 
contrast-enhanced MRI.27 "e sensitivity of MRI is over 85%, 
and its speci!city is over 75%.24,28

Multiphasic MRI can detect PNETs that are less than 2 cm 
and small liver metastasis compared with CT scan.29 However, 
MRI sequence has certain limitations: it produces respiratory 
motion artifacts and cannot be used in patients with cardiac 
pacemaker or implanted metal devices. Recently, a new MRI 
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Additive manufacturing (AM) requires non-invasive, in-situ 
diagnostic methods with extreme precision that x-ray imaging can 
offer

53
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AM builds parts by adding material as
opposed to standard machining techniques

Production issues
can occur

§ Incorrect processing 
parameters or build 
conditions

§ Surface roughness or 
imperfections

§ Deformation caused
by stress

§ Anisotropic mechanical 
properties
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Small source size enables x-ray phase contrast imaging

Chrysoperia carnea
Wenz et al, Nat. Comm (2015)

Trabecular hip bone sample
Cole et al, Sc. Rep (2015)

RAL 2014 stuart.mangles@imperial.ac.uk

very preliminary analysis of shock data
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Laser-driven shock
J. Wood et al, Sc. Rep (2018)
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Radiography of materials and compounds for industrial and 
national security applications 

55
The demonstrated spatial and spectral qualities of our

gamma-ray source satisfy totally the necessary conditions
for radiography of dense objects with very high resolution.

We have used the optimised gamma-ray source to radio-
graph a complex and dense tungsten object. This object is
spherical, hollow, and etched on the inner part with sinusoi-
dal structures with cylindrical symmetry (cf., Figs. 4(a) and
4(b)).

The spherical object with 20 mm diameter was placed
on the laser axis, at 60 cm from the convertor and imaged on
the imaging plate phosphor screen with a magnification of a
factor 3. The resulting experimental image is shown on Fig.
4(c). The clear details of the inner sinusoidal lobes confirm
the 30 lm-level resolution and validate the possibility of

dense object radiography with the demonstrated gamma-ray
source.

In summary, experimental results from a high-quality
gamma-ray source were detailed in this article. This source
was achieved using a compact laser-plasma accelerator. The
gamma-ray source size was measured and reveals a value in
the range of 30 lm. Such excellent resolution was obtained
by using the optimum parameters (geometry and thickness of
the convertor) resulting from previous numerical studies.18

The presented gamma-ray sources, with such high tem-
perature, dose, and 10 lm-range size, are beneficial for fast
and ultra-precise radiographies for example in automotive
and aeronautics industries. These sources have the capability
to identify sub-millimetric manufacturing defects, such as
cracks, incomplete welds and other flaws that develop during
service.

These gamma-ray sources are also an alternative for line
radiations such as Ka line radiations produced when intense
laser pulses irradiated a solid target. Such radiations are
emitted in all directions and require a large amount of energy
(in the 100 J level) to be useful for the case of imploding
capsule radiograph. The source characteristics presented in
this paper show that this required level of laser energy could
be significantly reduced by keeping the same imaging qual-
ity. In addition, according to numerical simulations, the du-
ration of the studied gamma-ray pulse is expected to be in
the sub-picosecond range. This duration makes this source
also of interest for the dynamical studies of imploding pellets
in inertial confinement fusion experiments (studies of implo-
sion stability, hydrodynamics instabilities, etc…).

The authors acknowledge collaboration with Mr. Loic
Le-Dain from CEA-DAM Bruyères-le-Chatel. This work has
been partially supported by ERC contract “PARIS”, by
AIMA OSEO contract and by DGA Contract No. 06.34.013.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Photo of the 20 mm diameter tungsten object,
(b) a schematic A-A0 cut, and (c) the resulting radiograph with the optimized
gamma-ray source.
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where rI is the standard deviation of the background intensity.
In the experiment, we first took a radiograph image of a 6-mm

thick uranium disk without shielding, as shown in Fig. 4(a). We
analyzed the average intensity in two areas: the adjacent area of
the background and the uranium disk covered by an area of 3 by
3 voxels, which have counts of $9500 and $4500, respectively.
The standard deviation of the background intensity is $900. Based
on the contrast and SNR definition, the contrast of the image con-
trast is 0.46 and the SNR is $4. We then took a radiograph of the 6-
mm uranium disk shielded by 0.25-inch thick steel, both at the
back and front, as shown in Fig. 4(b). Using the same procedure
used for unshielded uranium, we analyzed the image SNR of the
shielded uranium target with the image intensity in the uranium
target area and the adjacent area. The intensity in the target area
is 4250 counts and the adjacent area is 6480 counts. The standard
deviation of the background intensity is about $650 counts. The
contrast of the image is $0.39 and the SNR is $3.

We then obtained radiographs of 8-mm uranium shielded by
1.5-inch steel in the front and back of the target. The radiography
image is shown in Fig. 4(c). We performed the same image quality
analysis and used the 3 by 3 voxel area in the target and adjacent

area to obtain the contrast and SNR. The average intensity in the
target area is 1750 counts and intensity in the adjacent area is
2960 counts with standard deviation of $600 counts. This gives a
contrast of $0.41 and SNR of $2. These images were also processed
with a Fourier filter to suppress features associated with the grid
on the CsI detector. As shown in Fig. 4(d)–(f), post-processing
enhances the radiography image and makes it easier to distinguish
the object.

The results indicate that the image contrast of the radiograph
using the Thomson source was affected little by the increase in
shielding thickness. The shielding mainly affected SNR since the
signal level drops with more shielding. Even with total shielding
of 3-inch steel, we were able to obtain an image with SNR of 2
using the current detection system with a single X-ray pulse. Using
a more sensitive detection system, such as CdWO4 coupled to a
PMT sensor, and multiple shots, we believe the SNR would be fur-
ther improved.

Another important parameter for cargo container scanning is
the dosage of the X-ray beam. The X-ray dose was measured using
an ion chamber dosimeter (Radcal model 10x6-1800), which has a
sensitivity of 0.01 nGy. The measured single shot X-ray dose in
front of the radiography target is $100 nGy. This measurement is
consistent with the calculated dose based on the X-ray energy
spectrum and the photon number (107/pulse) measured by the cal-
ibrated CsI detector. Simulations discussed in a later section show
that the narrowband X-ray beam can reduce the dose on the target
by a factor of two. As a result, the narrowband X-ray source can
better meet the dose requirements for X-rays used in cargo scan-
ning: As Low as Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) [21].

The experimental results are compared with MCNPX simula-
tion, using the same target geometry and X-ray spectrum shown
in Fig. 5. The simulated image contrast is 0.40 for 0.25-inch steel
shielded 6-mm thick uranium, and it is consistent with the exper-
iment results of 0.39. For the case of 8-mm thick uranium shielded
by 1.5-inch steel, the simulated image contrast is 0.42, which also
reasonably agrees with the measured value of 0.41.

3. MCNPX simulation of narrowband X-ray radiography

Although the X-rays produced by LWFA-ICS sources have rela-
tively low energy spreads (DE/E $ 40%) compared to bremsstrah-
lung sources, their spreads are large compared with the gamma
rays generated from naturally occurring radioactive isotopes. It is
therefore reasonable to ask how the radiographic image contrast

Fig. 2. Measured electron and X-ray energy spectra. (a) Electron energy spectrum with a high energy peak at 520 MeV and low energy tail. The error bars represent the
standard deviation of the electron beam energy due to the electron beam pointing stability into the magnet spectrometer at three electron beam energies. (b) X-ray spectral
intensity calculated based on the electron energy spectrum. The peaked X-ray spectrum is due to the fact that the spectral intensity is weighted by the X-ray energy. The error
bars at the three X-ray energy points represent the uncertainty of X-ray energies at these points due to the error in the electron beam energy measurement.

Fig. 3. Experimental setup used for radiography measurements. The high-energy X-
ray beam is incident on a target composed of a depleted uranium disc shielded by
steel plates. The transmitted X-ray beam is detected by a voxelated CsI detector.
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and dose depend on X-ray energy spread. In this section, we use
MCNPX simulations to address these questions and systematically
study the advantages of narrowband X-ray beams for cargo con-
tainer radiography. This includes a comparison of narrowband X-
ray beams to bremsstrahlung sources for radiography of shielded
uranium in terms of dosage. The comparison shows that X-ray
bandwidth up to 40% does not affect the image contrast, and the
narrowband X-ray source reduces on-target dose by 2 times and
bystander dose by 10 times compared with a bremsstrahlung
source with the same end point energy.

3.1. Effect of X-ray bandwidth on radiography image

To confirm the previously stated conclusion that up to 40%
bandwidth of the X-ray beam at 6 MeV has little effect on radiog-
raphy, we studied the image contrast of a narrowband X-ray source
with different energy spreads. The simulation geometry is shown
in Fig. 6. A 6-mm glass window in between the X-ray source and
wood pallet is taken into account because the window is needed
to keep the X-ray source in vacuum. The wood pallet has dimen-
sions of 107 cm by 107 cm by 101 cm; a 5-cm length HEU cube
is located in the center. A 1.5-cm thick CdWO4 detector is used
in the simulation since it is a common detector for cargo container
radiography. We also added the space between the X-ray source,

pallet, and detector to account for the effect of air in this space.
Fig. 7 shows the mid-plane lineout of deposited energy per photon
source with X-ray beams with different central energies and band-
width. By comparing these two cases, we found that the image
contrast of a radiography taken with 40% energy spread is nearly
the same as one taken with an X-ray beamwith 10% energy spread.
X-ray beams with 40% energy spread have about 1% greater trans-
mission ratio. This showed that the currently achieved energy
spread of the Compton X-ray source is sufficient to provide the
advantages of monoenergetic X-ray radiography.

This simulation also provides a way to determine the X-ray flux
that is required for radiography. Though the required X-ray source
flux for cargo container scanning depends on various parameters,
such as materials inside the cargo container, scan speed, detector
sensitivity, and scan distance, the wood pallet is representative
of typical cargo composition. We adopted the criteria that photon
energy equal to 10 MeV needs to be deposited on a 1 cm2 detector
to form a radiography image [22]. With this criterion, we found
that 105 photon/cm2 is required to form a radiographic image with
a narrow bandwidth X-ray source for the wood pallet, since the
energy deposited on the detector is a factor of 10!4 of the source
photon energy. Assuming a cargo container with a height of 2 m,
and a required scan speed of 10–100 cms!1, a photon flux of
108–109 photons per second is needed for the radiography. The

Fig. 4. Raw and processed radiography images of shielded uranium. (a) Radiography image of the 6-mm uranium disk without shielding. (b) Radiography image of the 6-mm
uranium disk shielded by 0.25-in steel in back and front. (c) Radiography image of 8-mm uranium shielded by 1.5-inch steel. The area covering 3 by 3 voxels (indicated by the
boxes in these images) was used to analyze the image quality. Images (d), (e), and (f) are the processed radiography images using a Fourier filter, which enhances the uranium
disk image by suppressing the image of the grids of the CsI detector. This demonstrated that a more uniform radiography image can be obtained with post-processing to help
distinguish the target.

Fig. 5. MCNPX simulation of the shielded uranium radiography. The image contrast is calculated with 9 voxels (indicated by the boxed areas). (a) The simulated radiograph of
6-mm shielded uranium, shows an image contrast of 0.40. (b) The simulated radiograph of 8-mm shielded uranium, has an image contrast of 0.42.
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Complex objects
(Bremsstrahlung) 

Surface defects in alloys
(Betatron)

Concealed threats
(Compton scattering)

A. Ben-Ismail et al., Appl.Phys.Lett. (2011); A. E. Hussein et al., Sc Rep. (2019); S. Chen et al.,  Nuc. Inst. Meth. Phys. Res. B (2016)
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At LLNL we use the largest, most energetic laser
on earth to concentrate its 192 beams into a mm3 
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Such experiments create extreme, transient conditions 
of temperature and pressure that are hard to diagnose
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100million degrees

20x the density of lead
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X-ray sources with MeV photons and <10 µm resolution are 
required to understand some of the experiments done at the NIF
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Double shell 
implosion, 1800 g/cc

10
0 

µm

1 MeV 
radiography

0.2 MeV 
radiography

Fully imploded
capsule
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Spectral and flux tuning allows for optimized radiography 
applications

59N. Lemos et. al, In preparation 
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We use ”pump-probe” experiments and x-ray measurement 
techniques to understand these conditions
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We use ”pump-probe” experiments and x-ray measurement 
techniques to understand these conditions

61

sample

Laser in at Time 0 (T0)
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We use ”pump-probe” experiments and x-ray measurement 
techniques to understand these conditions
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We use ”pump-probe” experiments and x-ray measurement 
techniques to understand these conditions
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What we’ve learned today

LPA is an alternative to big light 
sources

LPA sources mechanisms: betatron, 
Compton, bremsstrahlung

We do a lot of fun experiments!

LPA sources enable many 
applications

Cole et al, Scientific Reports (2015)




